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Currently, there are a number of centralized services 
including energy suppliers

that focus, own and sell personal data and energy 
throughout our cities. 

Despite GDPR efforts, data is in general traded without 
consumers’ knowledge or consent.

Most importantly, data brokers and technology companies
are able to generate huge profits without rewarding the 

community or private individuals
who actually produce data.



Today there is an efficiency gap between the renewable power plant 
CAPEX and the energy records

>>> it’s dramatically far from 1 , WHY? <<<

It all started when we looked at the gap between renewable 
energy records and sell-in power, we felt disappointed and 
wondered: why?



Machine…                …& Nature

The problem is the 
technological distance 
between the turbine, 

expecting a regular flow, 
and Nature offering 

instead a variable flow. 
Where the machine is 

continuosly switched on 
and off, with a poor level 

of production.



● Producing clean 
energy

● Feeding the City 
Energy/Data 
Marketplace

Everywhere 
flexible 

installation
and 

exploitation



It all started when we looked at the gap between renewable 
energy records and sell-in power, we felt disappointed and 
wondered: why?

●  Urban scale Wind & Water 
turbines:

      Distributed generation

●  Patented Reliability: 
     from € per kW, to € per kWh
 

Which
are
the Windcity
enablers?



Variable Geometry for Variable maximize energy production in the city



Climate impact

Land consumption

Energy Return on 
Energy Invested



Value proposition for a well-functioning 

Data and Energy Marketplace for cities:

● Infrastructure where sellers offer data and energy in 

exchange for something of value from buyers.

● Data evaluation and valuation mechanisms.

● Incentives for all market participants to act honestly, 

including an enforcement system to avoid dishonest behavior.

● Incentives for all players to ensure data quality, including an 

enforcement mechanism to guard against low-quality data.



Advantage
Data sold in the Localflow 
network can be used by 
businesses of all kinds: 
government, enterprises, 
market intelligence 
agencies and many types 
of analysts.

Data is a recognized digital 
asset and it’s sold by those 
who produce it, alongside 
energy.



Decentralized network of prosumers, producing 
and consuming data and energy.



IOT Localflow network is built on the IOTA Directed Acyclic Graph,
an open source p2p ML framework
and the Ethereum smart contracts

AI local chatbots
on any conversational 

platform
(NLP, RAN, ML)

Decentralization on the 
tangle DAG

~ 800 tps
no miners

high-privacy

EWA token
rewarding & 

community driven 
marketing

(smart contracts)



Citizens and any renewable 
energy source providers can 
sell their energy and data, 
cooperating with local utilities 
holding infrastructure and 
facilities. Municipalities can 
monitor energy production and 
consumption consistently, 
make better budget and solid 
forecast and allocate 
investments easily.



Project Core Team (RE Tech)



Project Core Team (iot/DLT)



Building relations



Building relations



Piazza Manifattura, 1
38068 ROVERETO
Trentino, Italy
VAT 02430350229
info@windcity.it
www.windcity.it

@windcityer
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